
Our company is hiring for an execution analyst. To join our growing team, please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for execution analyst

Proactively operationalizing the contract renewal process, utilizing contract
reports to help drive discussion with sales managers and/or business units
around approaching contracting expirations
Load and process new business/renewal contracts and addendums efficiently
and accurately in order to meet customer expectations
Maintain contract pricing, making changes or additions to pricing based on
the request of the Business Units and/or Sales Managers to maintain market
competitiveness
Serve as functional investigator for submitted Service Complaints related to
direct contract pricing
Significant collaboration with our Distributor and GPO partners to drive
change around our contracting processes in order to facilitate effective
policies and procedures that will deliver sustainable results
Assist leadership with creating and implementing governance processes to
ensure standardization and efficient contracting policies, procedures, and
processes to harmonize all aspects of contract execution and operations with
the appropriate flexibility to meet customer/market needs and dynamics
across all business offerings
Resolve chargeback errors for contract specific error types, including
membership error types for local contracts, in accordance with OLA’s and
SLA’s utilizing advanced technical skills to assist in analyzing outstanding
chargeback disputes
Identify and understand key areas of change management with the ability to
recognize and communicate the impact of change to Contract Operation
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process)
Collaborate with Contract Offer Development team and sales managers,
ensuring proper documents/signatures are in place before contracts are
executed in SAP

Qualifications for execution analyst

Experience with commercial/business data preferred
Minimum of 1 year of experience working with commodities
Fluent in professional English and Spanish (verbal & written)
Strong execution capacity - contract administration
Ability to partner with other areas
Independency to resolve new situations


